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The October General Meeting was called to order by LIW 
President Mike Daum at 7:00 PM.  The session was once again 
in live-streaming format due to COVID-19 restrictions.  The 

COVID-19 situation precluded most of  the usual in-person program 
events. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS Mike D. announced that the Smithtown Historical 
Society confirmed the Frank Brush Barn is now open, but it has a max-
imum occupancy of  40 persons.  Mike also reminded members that 
there is an upcoming election for all board positions in November.  As 
in the past, Charlie Felson (gratefulbedhead@yahoo.com) or Ed Dillon 
(ecdillon@verizon.net) should be contacted by those interested in run-
ning for office.    

OTHER BUSINESS Mike D. mentioned that there will be a board meet-
ing on October 19th via Zoom. Larry Wagner said he will send toy 
plans to Mike D. for subsequent distribution to members.  These toys 
are a major part of  our annual support of  the Marines’ Toys for Tots 
initiative.  Please participate in this important program. 

 
Jim Moloney, Woodturners Guild SIG President, indicated there will be 
a Zoom meeting on 10/7.  The discussion will focus on jigs and fix-
tures for turning.  Ben Nawrath, Cabinet and Furniture Makers SIG 
President, has scheduled a Zoom meeting for 10/13.  The main topic 
will be presented by Justin Matranga.  He will show the steps necessary 
to convert a log into usable lumber.  Both SIG meetings open for chat-
ting at 6:30 PM and will start at 7:00 PM.  The Scrollsaw and Wood 
Carver SIGS have not scheduled meetings for October. 
 
Membership Director Joe Bottigliere confirmed that a condolence card 
was sent to John Hons regarding his recent loss. 

NEW MEMBERS Kevin Fogel was introduced.  Kevin is interested in 
general woodworking.  He hails from the Sheepshead area.  

Bogdan Topielski enjoys cabinetmaking and wood turning.  He lives in 
East Rockaway. 

TREASURER’S REPORT None presented. 

MEMBERSHIP REPORT Joe Bottigliere reported the current member-
ship is  161.  He pointed out that in spite of  COVID-19 concerns, there 
have been 24 new members this year. 
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SHOW AND TELL 

- Rick Nicolini displayed an Arbortech Ball Gouge and provided some pointers on its use. 
 
- Brian Monks showed a replica of  an 1810 Jefferson Revolving Bookstand he has nearly completed.  It is con-
structed from ½” cherry stock and is quite impressive in its detail and artistry.  Great work, Brian. 
 
- Rich Riedel displayed a table saw fence and/or blade gauge he built.  It rides in the saw’s miter slot.  Nice job, Rich. 
 
- Dean Dauplaise showed members a terrific circular table he is building and some recently acquired used power 
equipment (jointer and shaper).  Dean mentioned that he has received important help with the restoration from 
member Norm Bald. 
 
- Corey Tighe is at it again.  He displayed piles of  8/4 and 12/4 hardwood he recently purchased and some older 
power equipment he is restoring.  Corey mentioned he will be offering a weekend class on making a guitar pick stool.  
Corey, curious minds want to know, do you ever sleep? 
 
- Bob Hildebrand displayed a great set of  built-in shelving he was able to build and install in a commode area.  Well 
done, Bob. 
 
DRAWING WINNERS Skipped due to the meeting format. 
 
ADJOURNMENT The meeting adjourned at 9:00 PM. 
  
NOVEMBER MEETING There will be a live-stream General Meeting starting at 7 PM on November 7, 2020.  The 
session will be on Zoom and Facebook. 
 
A board meeting is scheduled for October 19, 2020 starting at 7:30 PM. 
 
Shout-out Many thanks to Jim Moloney for assistance with these minutes.  Technical issues prevented my participa-
tion in the General Meeting.  I used the Zoom recording and Jim’s infallible memory to reconstruct the session.  Of  
course, any errors are solely mine.  MM
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SIG President Ben Nawrath opened the October 13th meeting with a light discussion addressing various top-
ics and a lively show and tell session.  

DISCUSSION The first comment was by Bob De Marco regarding a wood supplier from White Plains moving to a 
facility on Route 22 upstate N.Y. The supplier has all sorts of  wood including redwood from water tanks. It was 
pointed out that a few water tank companies still exist.  

Jim Hennefield spoke about pestles, for grinding purposes, and their mortise and tenon construction. When asked 
about which wood species to use, a suggestion was made to use olive wood. 

Rob De Marco is experiencing a wait for a Lie-Nielsen No. 4 Smooth Plane. 

SHOW AND TELL For Show and Tell there was quite a variety.  

- Daryl Rosenblatt showed a model ship the HMS Victory of  which he estimates will take 1100 hours of  building 
time. 

- Joe Maday displayed a Bombay chest he is making.  Questions that came from the piece engaged many of  the par-
ticipants. The curved side pieces were made using methods similar to those used in making a violin.  Joe’s expertise 
and knowledge is quite expansive and covers a host of  techniques. 

- Norm Bald built a baby cradle from sapele and cherry. Norm made several jigs and used a router table for a good 
part of  the construction.  Norm designed the cradle so it can be disassembled for transport. One tip was to use a 
sealer to prevent darkness on the cherry end grain. 

Shop Tour – Justin Matranga 

Justin Matranga was the featured speaker and he showed photos of  oak logs he obtained after a storm. Justin pro-
ceeded to demonstrate how he uses “non -beveled” wedges to split the logs in half.  Justin works from the middle 
and then splits those halves in half  yet again.  Justin’s technique is to look where there appears to be a seam.  In addi-
tion to a small sledgehammer and wedge, Justin uses a froe and hewing ax to split the logs.  Once a fairly flat sur-
face has been established, Justin uses a wooden-bodied plane and winding sticks to flatten the plank further.  Using 
metal tools to mill the greenwood would result in rust.  Fruitwood, such as cherry, is hard to split because of  its inter-
twined grain.  Justin gives classes on splitting wood and making chairs.  

Thank you, Justin, for a very informative session. 

 
 BOB WOODLICFM
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 BARRY SALTSBERGTURNER’S GUILD

Guild President Jim Moloney opened the October 8th meeting.  The Zoom session started at 6:30 PM and 
there was social chatter as the members tuned in.  Jim started the actual meeting about 7:00 PM.  

 
ANNOUNCEMENTS Jim formally opened the meeting with an announcement that elections were upcoming.  Anyone 
interested in running for office in the “big” club should contact Charlie Felson or Ed Dillon to become a candidate. 
 
The subject of  the meeting was “jigs and fixtures for turning.”  Members showed their jigs and fixtures, either 
shop-made or bought. 
 
Gary M. and Mike J. reported on a month-long World Wide Woodturners Symposium on the web. 
 
SHOW AND TELL Barry S. showed a walnut base for a broken glass goblet. 
 
DISCUSSION  Jigs and Fixtures for Turning 
 
- Barry S. showed first showed some shop-made tools:  two beading tools made from old files, cautioning that, 
although they are scraping tools, they are used with very light pressure, and files should not be used for scrapers, 
since the steel is very brittle and could snap under heavier use.  Next, Barry showed a thin parting tool made from 
a circular saw blade with a long wood handle to hold under the forearm for support.   There was a round sanding 
mandril and a pair of  pen assembly “pushers” to use the lathe as a pen assembly tool.  Also shown was a depth gauge 
consisting of  a long wood slat and a metal rod to measure bowl depth.  Finally, there was a friction drive made up 
from a plywood disc faced with shelf  liner with a wood tenon screwed on the back; and a “universal” jamb chuck 
consisting of  a 4” diameter, 2” thick rounded over wood disc faced with shelf  liner with a double tenon so it can be 
used in different 4-jaw chucks. 
 
- Bob U. showed a gauge for checking tire treads that can be used for small turnings. he also had an articulated carv-
ing vise. 
 
- Mike J. showed a ring tool made from an Allen wrench (with a vice grip for a handle, and he showed an overhead 
arm he made for collecting dust at the lathe.  He also had a One-Way steady rest; and a shop-made donut chuck with 
a PVC stand-off  for holding natural edge bowls while reverse turning. 
 
 
- Jim M. showed a shop-made steady rest, and in answer to a question from Rick N., showed his shop made, lathe 
driven drum sander 
 
- Gary M. showed a face plate center finder consisting of  a dowel to fit inside the face plate opening with a nail down 
the center.  Higher tech, he showed 2 shop-made vacuum chuck heads. 
 
MEETING ADJOURNED  8:15 PM.
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PUZZLE                                                                               MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN

Michael R. Mittleman 
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13 14
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18 19 20 21

22 23 24 25

26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33

34 35 36

37 38 39

40 41 42 43 44 45 46

47 48 49 50

51 52 53

54 55

 

 

 

Solution 

A R M H O L E S E V E R
S A Y O N A R A M I S E
P I N G D I D P I T Y
S L A W S E D I T I O N

A A H L O Y N O
O A R S W O M E N M I L
B L A H L A B R O A D
S L Y S O Y A B E A N S
O F S A G G A S
L O T T E R Y S T U D S

 

 

8 5 3 4 6 2 9 1 7
7 2 1 9 5 3 4 6 8
9 6 4 7 8 1 5 2 3
3 7 9 1 2 4 6 8 5
1 8 6 5 3 7 2 4 9
2 4 5 8 9 6 3 7 1
5 1 2 3 4 8 7 9 6
4 9 8 6 7 5 1 3 2
6 3 7 2 1 9 8 5 4

Solution to October

DOWN 
1. Dangerous biters 
2. Commuter line 
3. Mimic 
4. "Baloney!" 
5. Atop 
6. Boy 
7. Ashtabula's lake 
8. Motorcycle carryall 
9. Drain 
10. Henry ___ 
11. Slav 
12. Alcoa competitor 
19. Adage 
21. Carbonium, e.g. 
23. 3-D image 
26. Antiquated 
27. "On ..." crawling position 
28. 2004 nominee 
29. ___ Day 
30. Bygone bird 
33. Do museum work 
35. Ed.'s request 
36. ___-relief 
38. Smelly smoke 
41. Excursion 
42. Christmas season 
44. From urine 
45. Secretary, e.g. 
46. Some beans 
49. Barbie's beau 
53. Arisen 

ACROSS 
1. Where sleeves are attached 

9. "... happily ___ after" 
13. Parting word 
14. ___-en-scène 
15. Engine knock 

16. "___ not!" 
17. Compassion 
18. Picnic salads 

20. Version 
22. "I see!" 

24. Myrna of  "The Thin Man" 
25. "Yes or ..." 

26. Female rower 
30. "Cool" amount 

31. Boring 
32. Family dog, for short 

33. Away 
34. Arch 

35. Tofu base 
37. From 

38. Decline 
39. Neon, e.g. 

40. Government gambling game 
43. Common components of  sheetrock walls 

47. 100 cents 
48. Arctic bird 

50. Sundae topper, perhaps 
51. H.S. class 

52. Lung inflammation 
54. Catch a glimpse of 

55. Nags 
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 MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN“WOOD” YOU BE MY MAIN SQUEEZE? 

        CLAMPING & THREADING

One unexpected benefit from the COVID-19 pandemic has been the availability of  more time for YouTube 
videos and Internet surfing.  Results from these many random walks have been projects involving bolts, 
nuts, threading, and wooden clamps.  Let me start from the beginning… 

 
In the October 2017 issue of  The Woodrack I wrote a tool review article that discussed two approaches to cutting 
wood threads1.  Details were provided about the Beall Wood Threader 3.02, and a completely manual wood thread-
ing system offered at many venues3, 4, 5.  These are relatively low-cost solutions to wood threading.  A far better 
albeit more expensive manual tool is available from Dieter Schmid Fine Tools6, ranging in price from $181 for a 3/8” 
model to $1,367 for a 2 ½” version plus shipping as of  this writing. 

Both the Beall and manual threaders have drawbacks.  The Beall system cuts beautiful threads, but its set-up is very 
fussy and a router is required.  I used most of  a 3-foot dowel while simply adjusting the components.  It is quite pos-
sible that if  this user had more experience with the tool, quicker set-up could be achieved.  In comparison, the man-
ual threader is notorious for creating tear-out.  Further, cutting threads on larger diameter dowels requires a good 
deal of  physical exertion.  Effort requirements are magnified by the lack of  leverage offered by the out-of-the-box 
components.  However, the least expensive, totally manual, box threader was used exclusively for the projects being 
described below. 
 
Cutting nuts and bolts with a box threader can be fun, but attention to detail is a prerequisite for success.  Every 
dimension of  a commercially-made nut and/or bolt is prescribed.  Diameters, lengths, materials, face angles, and 
other characteristics are defined by several organizations including the American National Standards Institute 
(ANSI), American Society of  Mechanical Engineers (ASME), Industrial Fasteners Institute (IFI), American Society 
for Testing and Materials (ASTM) and the  Society of  Automotive Engineers (SAE).  A useful reference is provided 
by K. L. Jack7.  Of  course, wooden nuts and bolts need not adhere to standards made with metallic materials in 
mind.  Wooden fastenersface practical limitations, especially regarding threads per inch (tpi) and size.  There is a rel-

1Mittleman, M. R.  (2017, October).  Review of  Two Wood Threading Tools.  The Woodrack, volume 26 number 10), 9 -
12.  Retrieved from  https://liwoodworkers.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Oct17.pdf.  
2Retrieved from http://www.bealltool.com/products/threading/threaders.php. 
3Retrieved from http://www.highlandwoodworking.com/manualwoodthreader1-126tpi.aspx. 
4Retrieved from  https://www.woodcraft.com/products/woodthreading-kit-1-x-6-tpi. 
5Retrieved from  http://www.grizzly.com/search/?q=(wood%20threader). 
6Retrieved from  https://www.fine-tools.com/gewind.html. 
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atively small range of  thread counts used for wood dowels, ranging from about 2 tpi to 9 tpi.  Generally, the diam-
eter  of  the dowel is the thread count determinant; as rod diameters increase, thread counts tend to decrease.  For 
example, ½” dowels typically use 8 tpi, while 1 ½” stock uses 5 or 6 tpi.  As a curious sidenote, the expensive Dieter 
Schmid thread cutter uses 3.5 tpi for 1 ½” rods.  The Beall and box threader tools can handle dowel diameters 
between ½” and 1 ½” inclusive. 
 
An essential ingredient to successful threading is obtaining or making quality dowel rods.  Wood species, grain direc-
tion, and precise dimensions are necessary considerations.  Finding straight-grained dowels with consistent diame-
ters can be a real challenge.  Allow plenty of  time to go through rods sold at big box stores.  Walnut, white oak, 
maple, cherry, and other wood species usually require Internet searches and much finger-crossing.  Making dowels 
can be quite challenging, especially in longer lengths. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The pictures above include bolts cut from 1” and 1 ½” dowels accompanied by appropriately dimensioned nuts.  Red 
oak and walnut were used for base materials.  Usually, red oak is not the best candidate for thread cutting because 
its relative lack of  density makes it prone to tear-out.  Hard maple and walnut work well.  However, red oak was on 
hand, so red oak was used.  There was no tear-out on this project, but the results for an initiative discussed later were 
unacceptable, and the threads had to be recut using hard maple. 
 
When using a box threader, it is essential to soak the dowel stock in mineral oil or another medium to soften the 
wood fibers.  The longer the soaking, the better the results.  For the bolts pictured above, periods ranging from up 
to 72 hours were used with the oak stock fully submerged the entire time.  Both tap and die benefit from a gener-
ous coating of  shortening to reduce friction.  If  necessary, use acetone or naphtha to remove the lubricants after the 
thread cutting is complete. 
 
Two YouTube videos have detailed information regarding box threaders and are recommended for readers interest-
ed in additional information.  Both videos are from King Fine Woodworking.  They are “The Secret to Making PER-
FECT Wooden Threads”8, and “How to Make Deep Reach C Clamps All Wood only $10 Extreme Strength”9.  The 
“Perfect Threads” video uses the expensive Dieter Schmid tool on 2 ½” rods, while the “C Clamps” demonstration 
employs the more reasonably priced box threader available at several resellers on 1 ½” material.  Both devices yield-
ed great results. 
 
 
7Retrieved from https://www.kljack.com/docs/default-source/default-document-library/kl_jack_fasteners-
technical_data_and_charts.pdf.  
8Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbY6El9Pzcs&t=671s. 
9Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wd16ZC_evTE&list=WL&index=1.  
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Wooden hand screws are useful since they are relatively strong, inexpensive, unlikely to mar the clamped material, 
and can be angled for non-parallel gripping.  Generally available sizes range in overall lengths of  6” to 14”.  Throat 
depths are about half  the overall clamp length.                                                        

The hand screw style clamp is traditional and ubiquitous; they are found in most wood-
working shops.  And they pretty much all look the same – usually maple or beech jaws and 
handles plus steel nuts and acme screws.  When I spotted a recent ad10 for hand screw kits, 
I pounced and bought a small pair of  kits to make clamps that are 6” overall and have 3” 
throats.  These were very inexpensive, only $10.50 per kit and $5.90 for a pair of  handles.  
The components were first-rate.  Buyers must make the jaws.  To provide some flair, I used 
some scrap pieces of  maple with walnut accents. 

To deal with non-parallel surfaces, hand screw jaws must be able to move both longitudi-
nally and laterally or forward and back as well as up and down.  To accommodate the for-
ward and back movement requirement, the acme screw rods pivot a few degrees forward and 
aft.  The project is easy, fun, and fast. 

The all-wood clamp (absolutely no metallic or plastic materials used) is a design from a small 
pamphlet published by the Beall Tool Company.  It uses threaded wooden dowels instead of  
steel rods.  Unfortunately, the jaws do not support longitudinal movement since the rods 
cannot pivot.  It is more of  a desktop conversation piece, but a fun build. 

The oversized c-clamps proved to be an interesting project.  They are constructed entirely of  wood and have a throat 
length of  about 12 inches.  The design is from James King Fine Woodworking.  Three wood species were used in 
the construction:  red oak frames, hard maple screws, and walnut for handles, dowels, and clamp pads.  A strength 

test in the YouTube video which shows the construction 
steps (see footnote 9) ended at more than 500 pounds of  
clamping pressure.  At that point the scale reached its maxi-
mum and went into an error condition.  The designer (James 
King) estimated the c-clamps could exert nearly 1000 pounds 
of  force. 

For the project, threads were cut into 18” x 1 ½” diameter 
red oak dowel rods and experienced considerable tear out.  
The damaged threads occurred after the dowels had been 
submerged in a mineral oil bath for several days.  The tear out 

prompted a new effort, this time using hard maple and oil baths. 

Remember, the thread cutting was accomplished using the inexpensive box threaders.  It is possible a different out-
come would have resulted using the Beall router-based tool or the better-quality Dieter Schmid thread cutter.  Dowel 
from a different vendor might have influenced the result.  The maple rod stock provided an improvement, i.e. very 
little tear out occurred. 
Here is a shout out for Jim Moloney – the maple dowels were uneven and oversized in some sections.  Jim was kind 
enough to offer lathe facilities to correct the dimensional problems.  Thank you, Jim. 

10Retrieved from https://www.leevalley.com/en-us/shop/tools/hand-tools/clamps/69826-dubuque-handscrew-
kits?item=03F0726.
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Wood choices for the screws and frames were purposeful.  Red oak has one of  the higher MOE (Modulus of  
Elasticity) ratings for American wood species11.  It is readily available at big box stores and relatively inexpensive.  
In a practical sense, the MOE statistic indicates a material’s ability to return to its original form after bending.  The 
James King video reported less than 1/8” frame deflection while exerting more than 550 pounds of  clamping pres-
sure.  The frame returned to its original shape, i.e., no deflection, immediately following the test.  Therefore, red oak 
was selected for the frame. 

As mentioned earlier, satisfactory threading results were not achieved with red oak dowels, and a switch was made 
to hard maple.  As measured by Janka values, maple is considerably harder than red oak.  Further, red oak is open-
grained with large pores, while hard maple is a close-grained species, readily available and inexpensive.  Thus, it was 
selected for the second and successful threading attempt. 

Walnut was used for the screw handles, clamp pads, and reinforcing dowels because of  its contrasting color to red 
oak and maple.  It is a hardwood and readily available, though relatively expensive.  Decorative considerations plus 
strength properties were the selection criteria used for its inclusion in the project. 

A 3/8” box joint jig was used for the c-clamp joinery.  Each frame member was 2 ¼” x 2 ¼” x 17”.  Before assem-
bly, a 1 3/8” hole was cut and tapped into each clamp’s bottom arm.   During glue-up, great care was taken to assure 
the three fame members’ squareness – top, bottom, and back pieces.  After 24 hours were allowed for glue curing, 
three 5/16” walnut dowels were placed at each of  the three frame juncture points. 

After the frame had been assembled, squared, and glue cured, the surfaces were sanded to 120 grit.  Edges were 
rounded using a table-mounted router.  The upper and lower arms’ interior front edges were rounded using a hand-
held trim router since those locations could not be reached with the table router set-up. 

The walnut clamping pads at one end of  each screw were 
allowed to float.  The screw shaft diameter was reduced to 1 ¼” 
D for 11/16”.  Next, a ¼” W x 1” D groove was cut, which 
immediately followed the previous reduction.  

 

 

 

My initial plan for cutting the two reduced diameter sections called for a lathe (and hitting on Jim Moloney).  
However, I ended up using my table saw, fence, and miter gauge.  The fence assured exact lengths, i.e. ¼” and 11/16” 
respectively.  The miter gauge guaranteed the rods were perpendicular to the fence and offered improved handling 
and protection from kick-back of  the material.  The technique is depicted below.  An identical approach could be 
used with a table-mounted router. 

 

 

11See Meier, E.  WOOD! Identifying and Using Hundreds of  Woods Worldwide.  Publisher:  The Wood Database, 2015.
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The trick is to remember that the blade or bit height must be one-half  the depth of  the current diameter minus the 
target diameter.  Thus, to make the 1 ¼” diameter section from a rod that is currently 1 ½”, set the blade or bit 
height to (1 ½” – 1 ¼”) / 2 = 1/8”.   

Each clamp required two pads, one glued to the frame and the other attached to the screw.  The pads were con-
structed from scrap ¾” thick walnut.  The frame pad was a simple 2” x ¾” disk.  The screw pad also used a 2” x 
¾” disk plus another disk that had identical exterior dimensions, but it was shaped more like a donut in that it had 
its center drilled out with a 1 3/8” Forstner bit.  The final part for the screw pad was a thin ring of  red oak, which 
was 2” D x 1/8” T and drilled out with a 1 1/8” Forstner bit. 

Assembly of  the frame clamp was a clever James King design.  First, the solid disk and the donut-shaped pieces were 
carefully aligned and glued together.  The 1/8” T wafer was snapped in half, and the two pieces were reassembled 
around the 1” D groove, then glued to the “donut” section.  Rubber bands were used to clamp the glued compo-
nents until the adhesive cured.  Care was taken to remove any glue squeeze-out between the pad assembly and the 
screw rod since it needed the ability to float or move freely.  The screws were threaded into the frames before the 
pads were assembled and attached. 

Screw handles were constructed from ¾” walnut.  Rectangular blanks measuring ¾” T x 2 ½” W x 9 ½” were cut.  
A 1 3/8” Forstner bit was used to make 
centered holes.  The holes were tapped 
before shaping.   

Glue was applied to the handles and top 
half-inch of  screw threads.  The handles 
were mounted flush with the screw ends 
and allowed to cure.  Another final 

sanding was performed on the frames, handles, and pads before a few satin polyurethane coats were applied. 

The project was enjoyable and a set of  handsome, useful, deep-reach c-clamps were the reward. 
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